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Abstract. InvisibleSound is a mobile application software developed
for blind people to compose music. The app’s handling is adapted to
the needs and requirements of blind people. As a control mechanism to
navigate through the app’s functions we tested two modes: a common
swipe control and an interactive motion control by moving the phone.
Also publishing and sharing the composed songs on a shared server is
possible. The app was created with Unity and is available for Android
and iOS.
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Introduction

Nowadays there are hundreds of music apps and hundreds more that support to
create, edit and publish own songs. All of these apps have one thing in common:
their complexity. They mostly provide a huge amount of functions, controlled
and used by numerous buttons and sliders. This is especially true for many
popular music apps, which often provide interfaces not fit to be used for people
with bad eye sight or even being blind. The latter usually depend on screen
readers, which in the presence of the above GUIs cannot be used by them at
all. So the Question was: How could a music composing app be designed to be
accessible for blind and low-vision users?
In order to answer this question we created the music composing app InvisibleSound. The app’s handling is adapted to the needs and requirements of blind
people. Two different control mechanism to navigate through the apps functions
are provided: a common screen swipe control and an interactive motion control
by moving the phone (see below). With two different control techniques, the
app gives blind and low vision users the opportunity to choose their individual
favourite handling for apps.
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Related Work

As mentioned there are a lot of composing apps and software and also a few with
some support for screen readers. But by now there is no composing app for blind
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users in particular. Nevertheless the field of entertainment computing focused
a lot on accessibility features and human computer interaction for people with
disabilitiesfocusing on game design and educational games [4]. There are some
guidelines for that, helping to design software for people with disabilities and
give the developers some assistance [5, 7].
It is possible to categorize the different types of Impairments [9]: 1. hearing
impairment, 2. motor impairment, 3. cognitive impairment and 4. visual impairment, including bad eye sight, complete blindness and color blindness. This
paper we focus on the last impairment, including all three types. Also there
are already some music games for blind users like Finger Dance [3] and a blind
version of the game Guitar Hero, called Blind Hero [8].
In some cases it is possible to replace visual components with audio, haptic or just enhance visuals (if the user is not totally blind) [9, Table 4]. But
there is still a small market for accessibility games because there are still two
main arguments: “The cost of implementing accessibility features isn’t worth
the return” [10] and “There isn’t a wide-enough audience to make accessibility
development worthwhile” [10]. But these arguments are outdated, nowadays it
is worth to invest in accessibility features and also the costs decreased over the
last years [6, 10].
There are several ways to make such games. One way is to create new platforms like the “Blindstation”[2] that was realized by the “TiM Project” (tacticle
Interactive Multimedia)[1]. This project was formed by the European commission and tries to make games accessibly for children between 3 and 10 years old
with vision rates “less than 0.05” [1].

3

Handling and Control

The app provides two selectable types of handling: a screen swipe handling and
a motion handling. The swipe control provides all options by swiping horizontal
and vertical over the screen.1 Swiping horizontal changes between the different
options in every single menu. Every time the option will be announced verbally
to the user. Swiping vertical offers the option to go back to the menu before. So
the user does not have to do unnecessary swipes vertically, just to get the back
option. A single click on the screen confirms the active selected option. When an
option is selected also a haptic feedback in form of a short vibration is given, so
the user knows that his click was successfully recognized by his device.
The motion control the user needs an image that can be downloaded from
http://homepage.univie.ac.at/a1308624/invisiblesound/index.html, and
seen in Figure 1.
1

https://youtu.be/1HbfuwVbFWM
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Fig. 1. Picture an Android Device running the app with the focusing on the Vuforia
reference image and showing the augmented reality objects,

This target image is used by the app with Vuforia, an augmented reality
SDK. Once the camera records this target image, Vuforia is able to detect it
automatically, and with it, any motion of the mobile phone. Moving the mobile
phone now up or down, left or right then triggers the same control actions as
would be triggered by swipe moves, as described above.
InvisibleSound is grouped into three modes. the first is the move mode, the
second the swipe mode and third is the network mode. Move and swipe mode
have the same main functions that are required to compose and edit own songs.
They just differ in their handling (swiping and moving the phone), as described
in Section 3.
The network mode is responsible for all online components of the app, for
example publishing a song on the server. The users can choose between these
three modes in the first menu directly after starting the app. It is always possible
to change the mode by just going back to the first start menu.

3.1

The Composing Process

Fig. 2. Class Diagram: Song
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A song (Figure 2) has a playback speed, called beats per minute (bpm). The
bpm declares the delay time of a note. For example in a song with 60 bpm the
delay time of a quarter note is exactly one second. This can be resolved with the
following formula:
time = (60/bpm) × 4s
noteT ime = (time/toneLength)
Here, time denotes the delay time of a full note with the current bpm in seconds,
noteT ime is the actual time of the tone in seconds, toneLength can have the
values of 1 (full note), 2 (half note), 4 (quarter note) and, 8 (eighth note)
Example 1: Song with 60 bpm and a quarter note (toneLength = 4):
time = (60/60) × 4 s = 4 s
noteT ime = (4 s/4) = 1 s
Example 2: Song with 120 bpm and a quarter note (toneLength = 4):
time = (60/120) × 4 s = 2 s
noteT ime = (2 s/4) = 0.5 s
A song has also a list with objects of the class Track. A track object needs
two attributes: an instrument and a list with all tones this instrument plays in
the song. So each track represents an instrument in the song. A tone object then
represents a note, played by the instrument. The toneString is the sound itself
saved as a string. The length is the type of the note (whole note, half note, etc.).
Therefore, a song has its bpm, its list of tracks, each track representing exactly one instrument and having a list of tones, with relative duration, depending
on the bpm of the song. Songs are saved as text-files in the application persistent
data path.
After selecting the move- ore swipe mode and with this the kind of handling
the user wants to create a song, the next menu is the start menu of the mode
itself. Here the user has three options: Play the song, edit the song, a create a
new song.
Selecting create song brings the user to the first step in the composing
process:
Song menu: In the song menu all options to edit the specifications for the
whole song are provided: Change bpm, play the song, add a new track, edit a
track, save the song, and go back.
Instrument menu: In the composing process the next step is to add a track to
the new song. When picking this option the user comes to the pick instrument
menu. Here the instrument for the track needs to be selected. The next menu is
the Instrument menu. Here the user has all functions and options to create and
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edit a single track. A track needs tones and so the next option in the process is
to add tones. This happens in the add tone menu.
The user can go through all available tones and sounds of the instrument and
can add them to the track. After every tone selection the user needs to declare
the type of the note (full, half, quarter, eighth). As mentioned is there a back
option in every menu, so the user just needs to go back to the upper menu. To
save the created song, the user picks the save song option and comes to the
select- memory slot menu. Is the selected memory slot already in use the user
is asked to overwrite. If not, he can pick another memory slot. The last version
of the app provides ten memory slots to save songs locally on the device. After
saving the song, the user is back in the start menu.
Network Menu The network menu will be entered from the first start menu
when selection the network mode. This menu has all functions that are necessary
to upload own songs, listen to songs of other users and also to own uploaded
songs. To enter the network mode and the network menu an Internet connection
is required. This mode is controlled with the swipe handling. When a user enters
the mode the first time the app creates a connection to an online database and
the user gets a unique ID. With this ID the user can be identified in the network.
When this process is done the user has the following five options: announce an
ID, upload a song, play newest song, search for a song id, or play own online
songs. Now the most important design choices have been explained and also this
menu layout was tested successfully at the second user test (see section 4).

4

Evaluation

By now the app was tested two times by blind children at the Bundes-Blindenerziehungsinstitut in Vienna, first together with one blind expert, in a second
test with 10 blind children in a workshop setting.
For blind people it is easier and more in common to manage a space directly
in front of them, for example the half square meter in front of them on a table.
The image target should now be placed on a table in front of the user. So since
the first evaluation the objects needed to be replaced to fit to the moves from
left to right instead of up and down. The second big innovation that resulted
form this first test was the swipe control. We learned that blind users are very
in common with swipe moves and switching between options with this kind of
handling.
For the second test all options were provided with both control mechanism
and the network functions. Here we could see how some blind people use their
phone in general: holding the device with the speakers on their ear with very
quiet sound setting and swiping through the options. For this they hold the
device in in one hand and upright. So we need to block the apps auto rotation,
otherwise the app will rotate and the swipe direction would change.
All in all the students were very excited and agreed to test the app again
when the bugs are fixed.

6
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Conclusion

The app is something new on the market. Till now there is no composing app only
for blind people. So there was no specific app to get some ideas for InvisibleSound.
Only the main structure of creating a song is similar to common composing apps:
A song has tracks, representing instruments and a track has tones. Also the first
prototype had only the motion control and after a first user test the idea and
the motivation for an alternative swipe control was developed.
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